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EXOTIC MESONS, THEORY AND EXPERIMENT�T. BarnesPhysis Division, Oak Ridge National LaboratoryOak Ridge, TN 37831-6373, USADepartment of Physis and Astronomy, University of TennesseeKnoxville, TN 37996-1501, USAInstitut für Theoretishe Kernphysik der Universität BonnNuÿallee 14�16, 53115 Bonn, GermanyInstitut für Kernphysik, Forshungszentrum Jülih52425 Jülih, Germany(Reeived July 20, 2000)The status of exoti mesons is summarized, inluding both theoreti-al expetations and experimental andidates. The urrent experimentalandidates are �spin-parity exotis�; sine these are most often onsideredpossible hybrid mesons, the theoretial disussion will be mainly onernedwith hybrids. The exoti meson andidates disussed are the surprisinglylight �1(1400) and �1(1600).PACS numbers: 12.39.Mk, 14.40.�n1. Theoretial expetations1.1. Exotis de�nedAn �exoti meson� has JPC or �avor quantum numbers forbidden to thejq�qi states of the nonrelativisti quark model.The urrent experimental andidates are �spin-parity exotis�, whihhave JPC forbidden to q�q mesons. In priniple one might also �nd �a-vor exotis in a multiquark setor, for example in I = 2, but no suh (widelyaepted) experimental andidates are known at present [1℄.As a aveat we emphasize that every meson is a linear superposition ofall allowed basis states, spanning jq2�q2i, jq�qgi, jggi; : : : (where not stritlyforbidden), with amplitudes that are determined by QCD interations. For� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2545)



2546 T. Barnesonveniene we usually lassify resonanes as �quarkonia�, �hybrids�, �glue-balls� and so forth, and are impliitly assuming that one type of basis statedominates the state expansion of eah resonane. Of ourse this may notbe the ase in general, and the amount of �on�guration mixing� is an openand rather ontroversial topi in hadron physis. Exotis are speial in thatthe jq�qi omponent must be zero, due to the quantum numbers of the state.1.2. What beame of multiquarks?Multiquark systems suh as q2�q2 were one expeted to ontribute arih spetrum of resonanes to the meson spetrum, and in the 1970's therewere many detailed alulations of the spetrum of multiquark resonanesin various models. Now one hears little about this subjet. What beameof multiquarks?The answer is that they �fell apart�. Even in the early work on q2�q2multiquarks [2℄ it was realized that their deay ouplings would be verydi�erent from onventional q�q mesons; the latter deay mainly through theprodution of a seond q�q pair, whereas the q2�q2 system an simply berearranged into a state of two (q�q)+(q�q) mesons. If the expeted energy of aontinuously deformed q2�q2 ! (q�q)(q�q) system is monotonially dereasing,one would not expet to �nd a q2�q2 resonane. This was the situation foundvariationally in the salar setor by Weinstein and Isgur for most light quarkmasses [3℄.Life an be more ompliated, Weinstein and Isgur also found that weaklybound deuteron-like K �K states existed in their model. Presumably manymore suh weakly bound quasinulear states exist, both in meson�mesonand meson�baryon setors. This subjet of multihadron systems is at leastas rih as the table of nulear levels.One often hears that the q6 system may have a bound state in theu2d2s2I = 0; J = 0 �avor setor, known as the �H dibaryon� [4℄. Cau-tion is appropriate here. Some experiments that are nominally searhing forthe H dibaryon have �widened their net� to inlude states very lose to ��threshold; if one is found, it would more likely be a weakly bound �� hyper-nuleus. It is important not to equate these two ideas. A �� hypernuleuswould ertainly be a very interesting disovery, espeially in its impliationsfor models of the intermediate ranged baryon�baryon attration, but it isnot the H dibaryon envisaged in bag model alulations. The H dibaryonalulations assumed an SU(3) �avor-singlet u2d2s2 system, and �� is aquite di�erent �avor state. Quark Model alulations atually �nd the ��interation to be repulsive, rather like the NN ore.It does appear likely that real multiquark Q2�q2 lusters will exist givensu�iently heavy quarks (Q = , or perhaps only b) [5℄, but these are un-fortunately not easily aessible to experiment.



Exoti Mesons, Theory and Experiment 25471.3. Hybrid mesonsA hybrid meson is usually �de�ned� as a resonane whose dominant va-lene omponent is jq+ �q+exited gluei. This deliberately vague de�nitionovers our present ignorane over how one an most aurately desribe glu-oni exitation. Possibilities inlude models with expliit transverse gluonquanta, suh as the bag model, as well as an exitation of the �ux tubethat one sees in LGT simulations. Fortunately for experimenters, many ofthe model alulations reah rather similar preditions for the properties ofthese states.One general onlusion is that, unlike q�q, all JPC an be onstrutedfrom hybrid basis states. This onlusion is seen most rigorously in the listof gauge-invariant loal operators that one may onstrut from a produtof � ; and F a�� , sine one may ouple to physial states by operating onthe vauum j0i with suh an �interpolating �eld�. This list of � 
  
 Foperators overs all JPC , inluding the so-alled exoti ombinationsJPC ����exoti = 0��; 0+�; 1�+; 2+�; 3�+; : : :that one annot onstrut from a � 
  quarkonium operator.At present the experimental JPC exotis are usually onsidered to behybrid meson andidates, simply beause theorists know of no other generallass of JPC exoti resonane, exepting multiquark systems that purport-edly �fall apart� into light q�q mesons. (Possible exeptions whih merit futureinvestigation are weakly bound quasinulear states, whih might exist nearthreshold in S-wave in attrative meson�meson hannels.)In any ase, if a JPC exoti meson is found, we an be ertain that wehave disovered something beyond the naive quark model. This is an ex-tremely important possibility experimentally, and assuming that suh statesare learly identi�ed we may hope that the pattern of their spetrosopy willeventually make it lear just what has been disovered!2. Spei� models of hybrids2.1. IntrodutionMuh of the work on hybrids has made use of very spei� models of�exited glue�. These models are the bag model, the �ux tube model, andthe rather underexplored onstituent gluon model. Finally, masses and otherproperties of JPC exoti hybrids may be predited by QCD sum rules andLGT using interpolating �elds, and these approahes do not make modelassumptions about the nature of gluoni exitation. We will disuss some ofthe more fundamental results of these models, espeially as regards masses,quantum numbers and deay properties.



2548 T. Barnes2.2. Bag model hybridsMany early hybrids studies used the bag model, whih assumed thatquarks and gluons ould be treated as spherial avity modes of Dira andMaxwell quanta, on�ned within the avity by the hoie of olor boundaryonditions. The �zeroth-order� bag model states were olor singlet produtbasis states of quark, antiquark and gluon modes, for examplejq�qi ; jq�qgi ; jggi ; jq2�q2i ; : : : :The quark�gluon and gluon self interations mixed these basis states, sothat the physial levels were linear ombinations of these �bare� basis states,just as we antiipated in our introdution. The distintion between �onven-tional q�q meson� and �nonexoti hybrid� in the bag model was thus rathervague, and was learest as a theoretial identi�ation when the strengthof the QCD oupling onstant was made small. The bag model gave arather good desription of the light �onventional q�q meson� spetrum asjq�qi + O(p�s)jq�qgi states, and the hybrids appeared as an extra set ofjq�qgi+O(p�s)(jq�qi+ jq�qg2i+ : : :) states, whih should appear as an �over-population� of the experimental meson spetrum relative to the naive q�qquark model.In the bag model the lowest quark mode is a onventional JP = 1=2+,but the lowest gluon mode is a (perhaps surprising) JP = 1+ TE gluon.Combining these lowest lying q; �q and g modes, one �nds hybrid basis stateswith JPC����bag�model hybrids = �0�; 1��
 1+ = 1��; 0�+; 1�+; 2�+ :Thus the bag model predits that the lowest lying hybrid multiplet shouldonsist of these 4JPC , of whih the 1�+ ombination is exoti. Hybridmass estimates required detailed alulations in whih on�guration mixingwith the other quark+gluon basis states was inluded to O(p�s), and theresulting trunated Hamiltonian was diagonalized. The results dependedsomewhat on the bag model parameters assumed, with masses of � 1:5 GeVbeing typial [6, 7℄. Spin dependent splittings ordered the levels as0�+ < 1�+ < 1�� < 2�+, with a total multiplet splitting of a 500 MeVwith the usual bag model parameters. Sine eah of these JPC levels isa �avor nonet in the u; d; s system, many hybrid states are predited thatmight be experimentally aessible.One may also form baryon hybrids, sine the basis states jqqqgi ontainolor singlets. The orresponding bag model alulations of the spetrumof baryon hybrids [8�10℄ predit a lowest multiplet of u; d �hybrid baryons�with a mean mass of about 2 GeV, and JP , �avor ontent of (1=2+N)2,



Exoti Mesons, Theory and Experiment 2549(3=2+N)2, (5=2+N), (1=2+�), (3=2+�). The spin-splittings due to quark�gluon and gluon�gluon fores predit rather large overall multiplet splittingof a 500 MeV, resulting in a (1=2+N) near 1.5 GeV as the lightest hybridbaryon. This result led to the speulation that the N(1440) Roper mightbe the lightest hybrid baryon. Of ourse there are no JP exotis in thebaryons, sine all JP an be made from qqq. Sine jqqqi $ jqqqgi on�gu-ration mixing is large in the bag model, the distintion between hybrid andonventional baryons is problemati. One must simply onlude that, in theontext of this model, there should be an overpopulation of baryons relativeto the simple jqqqi quark model, due to the presene of the extra jqqqgibasis states. 2.3. Flux-tube model hybridsIn LGT simulations a roughly ylindrial region of haoti glue �eldsan be observed between widely separated stati olor soures. This ��uxtube� leads to the on�ning linear potential between olor-singlet q and �qthat is familiar from quark potential models. The ��ux tube model� [11℄is an approximate desription of this state of glue, whih is treated as astring of point masses �beads� onneted by a linear potential. This sys-tem is treated quantum mehanially, and has normal modes of exitationwhih are transverse to the axis between the (�xed) endpoints of the string.The orbital angular momentum of a transverse string exitation may beombined with the q�q spin and orbital angular momentum using rigid bodywavefuntions, whih leads to preditions for the quantum numbers of these�ux-tube hybrids. Sine the assumption about the nature of exited glue isquite di�erent from the 1+ TE gluon mode of the bag model, one �nds a dif-ferent spetrum of hybrid states. The lowest �ux-tube hybrids are preditedto span 8JPC levels, all degenerate in the simplest version of the model,with JPC ����ux�tube hybrids = 0��; 1��; 2��; 1�� :The �rst 6 of these levels have Sq�q = 1 and the last 2 have Sq�q = 0.In the earliest mass estimates in the �ux tube model various approxima-tions were made, suh as a small osillation approximation and an adiabatiquark motion approximation. After several studies of this system, Isgur,Kokoski and Paton [12℄ reahed their well known estimate of 1:9(1) GeV forthe mass of this lightest hybrid multiplet. This work has sine been improvedupon by Barnes, Close and Swanson [13℄ using a Hamiltonian Monte Carloalgorithm that does not make the small osillation and adiabati approxima-tions. It appears that these approximations gave opposite and omparable



2550 T. Barnesmass shifts, so their �nal result was a very similar 1.8�1.9 GeV for thislightest hybrid multiplet.Sine eah of these 8JPC levels has a �avor nonet of assoiated states,the �ux tube model predits a very rih spetrum, with an additional 72meson resonanes expeted in the viinity of 2.0 GeV, in addition to theonventional q�q quark model states!Finally, the very interesting question of the masses and quantum num-bers of hybrid baryons in the �ux tube model has only reently been onsid-ered, by Capstik and Page [14℄.They �nd that the lightest hybrid baryonmultiplet ontains degenerate (1=2+N)2 and (3=2+N)2 states at a massof 1870(100) MeV, with (1=2+�), (3=2+�) and (5=2+�) partners slightlyhigher in mass. These onlusions are not so di�erent from the bag model,whih predited a similar hybrid baryon ontent, with a lightest (1=2+N)hybrid near 1.6 GeV. The most obvious distintion (other than the 300 MeVdi�erene in the lightest hybrid baryon's mass) is the high mass (5=2+N)(bag model) versus (5=2+�) (�ux-tube model).2.4. LGT and QCD sum rulesThese approahes both estimate exoti masses by evaluating orrelationfuntions of the form h0jO(~x; �)Oy(0; 0)j0i, where Oy is an operator thatan ouple to the state of interest from the vauum. When summed over~x, at large � this quantity approahes � exp(�MO�), where MO is the massof the lightest state reated from the vauum by the operator Oy. Thus byhoosing various operators with exoti quantum numbers one may extratmass estimates for the lightest states with those quantum numbers.Both methods are subjet to systemati errors due to approximations.The QCD sum rules relate these operators to alulable pQCD ontributionsand to VEV's of other operators that are not alulated, but are inferredfrom experiment. Di�erent hoies for these parameters, algebra errors andunertainties in higher-mass ontributions have led to a moderately widesatter of results. For example, for the 1�+ exoti, whih is of greatestphenomenologial interest, the earliest work of Balitsky et al. [15℄ in 1982estimated a mass of � 1 GeV. Subsequently in 1984 Govaerts et al. [16℄estimated 1.3 GeV, Latorre et al. estimated 1.7(1) GeV [17℄ and 2.1 GeVin 1987 [18℄. The most reent work of Chetyrkin and Narison [19℄ �nds� 1:6�1:7 GeV, with the radial hybrid only about 0.2 GeV higher. Thisreferene also onsiders deay ouplings; the partial width to �� is found tobe about 300 MeV, but to �� 0 is only about 3 MeV. As we shall see, this isnot what has been reported for either experimental exoti �1 andidate.Other exoti quantum numbers have been onsidered in QCD sum rules.For example, the 0�� has been onsidered by several of these referenes, andis found to have a rather high mass of a 3 GeV.



Exoti Mesons, Theory and Experiment 2551Reently LGT groups have presented results for the masses of exotimesons. The MILC ollaboration [20℄ gave results for light 1�+ and 0+�exotis, and and UKQCD [21℄ onsidered these and 2+� as well. (These arethe three exotis predited to be lightest, and degenerate, in the zeroth-order�ux tube model.) At present the LGT results appear onsistent with the ex-petations of the �ux-tube model; signals in all these hannels are observed,with the mass of the 1�+ (the best determined) being about 2.0(1) GeV.The 0+� and 2+� may lie somewhat higher, but this is unlear with presentstatistis.The appliation of LGT to nonrelativisti heavy quark systems has beenthe topi of muh reent researh, and onsiderably smaller statistial errorsfollow from the use of a QCD ation derived from a heavy quark expansion.This NRQCD has been applied to 1�+ heavy-quark exoti hybrids, with veryinteresting results; the 1�+ b�b � H is predited to lie at � 10:99(1) GeV, andthe 1�+ � � H harmonium hybrid is predited to lie at � 4:39(1) GeV.With suh small statistial errors in these heavy hybrid mass estimates,there is strong motivation for a areful, high statistis san of R near thesemasses, sine models of hybrids antiipate that the multiplet ontaining the1�+ will also possess a 1�� state nearby in mass.3. Hybrid deaysThere appears to be universal agreement that hybrids should exist, andthat the lightest of these states with u; d quarks should inlude a 1�+ reso-nane with a mass in the 1:5�2 GeV region, with the higher mass preferredby LGT and the �ux tube model. For the experimental detetion of thesestates we are faed with the ruial question of what their strong deayproperties are. In the worst ase they might be so broad as to be di�ultto identify, a problem familiar from the f0 setor.Several models of strong deays have been applied to hybrids, and theirresults have motivated and direted experimental studies. The best knownis the �ux-tube deay model, whih was applied to exoti hybrids by Isgur,Kokoski and Paton [12℄ and subsequently to nonexoti hybrids by Closeand Page [23℄. This model assumes that deays take plae by 3P0 q�q pairprodution along the length of the �ux tube. For the unexited �ux tubesof onventional mesons the preditions are quite similar to the onventional3P0 model; for hybrids in the �ux tube model this deay assumption allowsthe alulation of hybrid meson deay amplitudes.The orbital angular momentum gives the q�q soure produed during adeay a phase dependene around the original q�q axis, and the hadroni �nalstates produed are those whih have similar angular dependene. Naivelyfavorable modes suh as ��, �� and so forth are predited to be produed



2552 T. Barnesquite weakly due to poor spatial overlap with this exp(i')-dependent q�qsoure. The favored modes are those that have a large Lz = 1 axial proje-tion, suh as an S+P meson pair. This is the origin of the �ux-tube S+Pseletion rule, whih in the I = 11�+ ase favors the unusual modes �f1 and�b1 over ��, � 0� and ��, despite their greater phase spae.In addition to the �ux tube deay alulations, there are also QCD sumrule results (ited above), a deay model that assumes a spei� relationbetween the �ux tube exitation and the olor vetor potential [24℄, andonstituent gluon deay amplitude alulations [25℄. There is general agree-ment (with some variation between models) that in most ases the �ux-tuberesult of S + P mode dominane in hybrid strong deays is orret.4. Experimental exoti meson andidates4.1. IntrodutionSine there are only two experimental andidate exoti meson resonanes,the �1(1400) and the �1(1600), this setion is relatively brief. I will �rst re-view the better established �1(1600), and then disuss the �1(1400). Bothresonanes are reported to have rather di�erent properties than theoristsexpeted for exoti hybrid mesons. Although I will ompare these experi-mental exoti andidates to theoretial preditions for exoti hybrids, theymight of ourse be another kind of non-q�q state or even a misinterpretednonresonant sattering e�et. 4.2. �1(1600)The best established exoti andidate is the �1(1600). Evidene for thisstate has been reported in three hannels, b1� (VES [26℄), � 0� (VES [26℄) and�� (VES [26℄, E852 at BNL [27℄). The �� hannel is the least ontroversial,sine there are two independent experiments involved, and lear resonantphase motion against several well-established q�q states is evident. The massand width reported by VES and BNL are onsistent,M�1 = � 1:61(2) GeV VES, all three modes1:593 � 0:008+0:029�0:047 GeV BNL E852, �� , (1)��1 = � 0:29(3) GeV VES, all three modes0:168 � 0:020+0:150�0:012 GeV BNL E852, �� . (2)One di�ulty with interpreting this state as a hybrid is the �300�400 MeV mass di�erene between �ux-tube and LGT estimates ofM �1:9�2:0 GeV and the �1(1600) mass.



Exoti Mesons, Theory and Experiment 2553The relative branhing frations for three hannels b1�; � 0� and ��, re-ported by VES for these �nal states are� (�1(1600) ! f) = (� 1 b1�1:0 � 0:3 � 0�1:6 � 0:4 �� . (3)We an see immediately that there is a serious problem here, as thereported relative branhing frations are inonsistent with the preditions ofthe �ux-tube model for hybrid deays (Table I). The theoretial expetationTABLE ITheoretial two-body partial widths (MeV) of a �1(2000) �ux-tube hybrid.�1(2000) �f1 �b1 �� �� �� 0 a1� K1<K K1>K TotalTheory [23℄ 60 170 5�20 0�10 0�10 50 20 � 125 � 450is that b1� should be dominant, with �� weak and �� and � 0� very small[12,23℄. Some �� oupling is expeted in the �ux tube model due to di�erent� and � spatial wavefuntions [23℄, but this is expeted to be a muh smallere�et in the �� and � 0� modes. Indeed, there is a generalized G-parityargument [28℄ that says these would be zero exept di�erenes in spatialwavefuntions. Either these three modes are not all due to a hybrid exoti,or our understanding of hybrid deays is inaurate. Future experimentalstudies of �� will be espeially interesting here, sine this hannel is easilyaessible for example in photoprodution at the planned HallD faility atJe�erson Laboratory [29, 30℄. 4.3. �1(1400)This state is reported in ��, whih is a hannel with a long and om-pliated history. Prima faie �� appears to be a very attrative hannel inwhih to searh for exotis, beause there is no spin degree of freedom, andall the odd-L�� hannels are JPC exoti.The ��0 hannel was studied by GAMS in 1980 [31℄ before the ideaof JPC exoti resonanes was widely aepted, and this ollaboration wasrather surprised to �nd a signi�ant (exoti) P -wave. Of ourse the ques-tion was whether this exoti partial wave showed resonant phase motionor was simply a nonresonant bakground; GAMS had insu�ient statististo deide, but speulated that it was probably nonresonant. In a subse-quent 1988 study of ��p ! ��0n [32℄ they onluded that ��0 did indeed



2554 T. Barnessupport a 1.4 GeV 1�+ exoti P -wave resonane, although their analysisdoes not agree with subsequent studies of the same ��p ! ��0n reation.This was followed by a KEK experiment [33℄ that onluded that ��� didshow evidene for a resonant P -wave, albeit with a mass and width onsis-tent with the a2(1320). Sine the D-wave a2(1320) dominated this reation,there were onerns that the reported exoti P -wave was atually due tofeedthrough of the large a2(1320) signal in the partial wave analysis. Thisis now believed to be the ase, perhaps due to the angular asymmetry ofthe detetor. A subsequent VES experiment also found a resonant signal inthe exoti ���P -wave [34℄, but at a rather higher mass. Their �1(1400) wason�rmed in 1997 by BNL experiment E852 [35℄.Finally, the Crystal Barrel Collaboration [36℄ also �nd that their ���Dalitz plots in both harged (��0��) and neutral (��0�0) �nal states showevidene for a broad resonant P -wave exoti, and �ts give a �1(1400) massand width onsistent with VES and BNL. The BNL [35℄ and Crystal Barrel(CB) [36℄ masses and widths are:M�1 = 8>><>>: 1:370 � 0:016+0:050�0:030 GeV BNL E852, ���1:400 � 0:02� 0:020 GeV CB, neutral and harged ��1:360 � 0:025 GeV CB, neutral ��, (4)
��1 = 8>><>>: 0:385 � 0:040+0:065�0:105 GeV BNL E852, ���0:310 � 0:050+0:050�0:030 GeV CB, neutral and harged ��0:220 � 0:090 GeV CB, neutral ��. (5)There has been muh onern expressed regarding various possible ex-perimental problems with this rather light and broad �1(1400), for examplethe size and energy dependene of bakgrounds, and possible nonresonantinelasti sattering mehanisms that might mimi a resonane [37, 38℄. Oneshould ertainly be extremely areful in establishing the lightest exoti me-son. Nonetheless it is evident that VES, BNL and Crystal Barrel have allfound evidene for a �1(1400) with omparable mass and width in ��, de-spite theoretial expetations that a light, broad exoti hybrid should notexist.It is a great pleasure to thank the organizers for their kind invitation todisuss exotis at Meson 2000. This researh was supported in part by theDOE Division of Nulear Physis, at ORNL, managed by UT-Battelle, LLC,for the US Department of Energy under ontrat No. DE-AC05-00OR22725,and by the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft DFG at the University of Bonnand the Forshungszentrum Jülih under ontrat Bo56/153-1.
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